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1. Introduction. The modern theories of antennas differ from the older sinusoidal
theory in one essential point: they take into consideration the existence of the gap
as the region from which the energy radiates, whereas the sinusoidal theory1 spreads
the sources over the whole length of the antenna.

The gap, in all these modern theories, is characterized by a given difference of
potential ( — V) and by this difference only. The dimensions of the gap and the elec-
tric field in the gap do not enter the picture. If we denote by d the dimensions of the
gap, and by Ez the tangential component of the electric field along the short line repre-
senting the length of the gap, then the physical quantity which enters the theory is:

/dl 2 E,dz, (1.1)
-i/2

and the knowledge of Ez and d is not assumed. Neither Ez nor d appears in the theories
of antennas, because the gap is represented by what I shall call a 8-gap. Its model is
obtained by the following limiting process: let us assume that the dimensions of the
gap (d) tend to zero. Let us assume further that at the same time Ez increases, but in
such a way that the integral (1.1) remains constant. In other words, Ez becomes pro-
portional to a Dirac function:

Ez=-VS(z), (1.2)
»

where 5(s) is defined by

8fz) = 0 for z 5^ 0 (1-3)

f S(z)dz=l. (1.4)
" -00

This 5-gap model is the basis of nearly all recent investigations on the theory of
antennas. In the final solution neither d or Ez appears. They were wiped out by the
limiting process d—>0.

Most of the investigations based on this 5-gap model employ an approximation
procedure which is so complicated that it becomes practically impossible to carry it

* Received Aug. 9, 1946. This paper was written in 1942 and issued as a classified report by the Na-
tional Research Council of Canada.

1 J. Labus, Hochfrequenz Technik und Elektroakustik 41, 17-23 (1933).
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beyond the first few Steps. Even the first approximation gives a good agreement with
experiment. But the question of convergence is hardly investigated. There is a danger
that pushing the approximation further would spoil rather than improve such an
agreement.

From the theoretical point of view this is an essential point to which little atten-
tion has been paid.

All the existing theories of antennas can, so far as the author knows, be classified
as follows:

1. The sinusoidal theory which assumes a sinusoidal distribution of the current
and ignores the gap and the boundary conditions on the surface of the antenna.1

2. The theories based upon the model of a S-gap, leading to an integral equation
and its approximate2 solution. In connection with these theories, that of King3 may
be mentioned, which though taking into account the boundary conditions on the
surface, ignores the role and the structure of the gap.

3. The theory of Stratton and Chu4 based upon the model of a 5-gap and upon a
rigorous solution of Maxwell's equations. This theory is, however, restricted to an
infinite cylinder, sphere and spheroid. The last case is the only one of any practical
value for the construction of antennas. The advantage of the method 6f Stratton and
Chu is that it avoids approximate solutions and therefore most easily allows investi-
gation of the convergence of expressions which appear in it.

4. The theory of Schelkunoff5 which represents the antenna as consisting of two
thin cones, and the gap as a singularity of the field at the point where the two tips
meet. This is the only theory which takes into account the gap and does not represent
it by a 5-model. The drawback of this theory is its great complexity and also the fact
that it ignores the boundary conditions on the spherical ends of the cones.

The present paper, which tries to clear up the problem of convergence and that
of the structure of the gap, is based exclusively on Stratton and Chu's papers, espe-
cially those referring to the sphere and spheroid. I shall quote them as SC II and
SC III respectively. The solutions given in SC II and III are not based upon approxi-
mation methods and they satisfy the boundary conditions rigorously. The restriction
of the shape to a sphere or spheroid matters little in an investigation such as this
which does not pretend to be of immediate practical value. It is obvious that the
general results obtained here for the spheroid will hold also for (say) a cylindrical
antenna, a problem much more difficult mathematically because of the boundary
conditions at its ends.

Any theory of an antenna leads to the calculation of

7(0)/F = driving-point admittance, (1-5)

where 7(0) is the current at the center of the gap, if the dimensions of the gap tend to
zero. In calculating (1.5) for a sphere or spheroid, SC are led to a series

2 E. Hallen, Nova Acta Reg. Soc. Sci. Upsaliensis 11, No. 4 (1939).
3 L. V. King, Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. (A) 236, 381-422 (193.7).
4 Stratton and Chu, J. of Appl. Phys. 12, 230 (1941); 236-240 quoted here as SC II; 241-248 quoted

here as SC III.
6 S. A. Schelkunoff, Proc. I.R.E. 29, 493-521 (1941).
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00

m/V = 7(0) = E F», (1.6)
n=»l

by which the driving-point admittance is represented. The grave difficulty encoun-
tered here is that the series (1.6), or rather its imaginary part, diverges. The authors
dismiss this difficulty by a remark that this divergence is due to the 5-model of the
gap. They write6 "this difficulty is no fault of the mathematical formulation of the
problem but results from our assumption that the voltage is applied across a segment
of vanishing length, implying in turn an infinite field intensity and infinite current
density at the point of application." The authors claim further that a finite gap will
not change the first few modes in (1.6) but will make (1.6) quickly convergent. Thus,
according to the authors, we ought to take the first few modes for a finite gap, and
neglect others. This sounds very vague. On the one hand if we do this, we take into
account the fact that the gap is finite; otherwise (1.6) is meaningless. On the other
hand, however, this finite gap will not play any role in the result. Instead of introduc-
ing its dimensions we cross out all the modes for which n is greater than a certain M.
But how many expressions must we keep and how many must we cross out? How will
this procedure depend on the dimensions of the gap? These are the questions which
we shall try to clarify later.

The same difficulty appearing in the theories of SC appears also in the theories
listed before under 2. The difference is, so far as I know, that the difficulty which came
out so clearly in SC, was not even discussed in the theories based on the solutions of the
integral equations. But if the driving-point admittance (or rather its imaginary part)
becomes infinite for a sphere and a spheroid, then it will also become infinite for a
cylinder; this can be deduced from the integral equations of one of the theories2 and
was shown by Prof. Stevenson.7 But infinite 7(0) means zero impedance, that is zero
resistance and zero reactance. Therefore the matching problem cannot be solved for
a 5-gap.

The theory gives results agreeing with experiment only because the approximate
procedure, owing to the technical difficulties, cannot be pushed too far. It will be
obvious from the content of this paper that any procedure which does not introduce
the finite dimensions of the gap must lead to infinites; therefore any satisfactory
theory must introduce these dimensions from the beginning, or, at least say in what
stage of approximation and how they should be introduced.8

It is the purpose of this paper to analyze the influence of a finite gap upon the
theory of antennas. The case in which this analysis is comparatively simple is that
of a sphere. The essential features of the difficulties just discussed come out especially
clearly in this case. For this reason most of the paper is devoted to the spherical an-
tenna and only at its end is the spheroidal antenna discussed and then less fully.

This paper is in great part a result of discussions in a research group concerned
with the problems of antennas and wave guides. In the group were Professors V. G.
Smith, A. F. Stevenson, J. L. Synge and myself. The discussions which we have had

6SCIII,p. 247.
7 Privately communicated at our research group.
8 A general theory (due to J. L. Synge), which takes into account both the dimensions of the gap and

the electric field in the gap, will appear shortly.
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have been extremely helpful in clearing up many difficulties and a great part of what
is written down here is due to my colleagues.

To concentrate only on the logical part of the argument and not to interrupt it by
calculations, most of them have been shifted to the Appendices.

2. The admittance of a sphere. A metallic sphere has a radius a. A field E{ is
applied at the surface of the sphere; we assume that Ee is a function of the colatitude
6 and of the time t through the factor We write

Ee' = --m, (2.1)
a

where

f f(0)dO= 1, (2.2)
J o

and where

V = - a f Ee dd (2.3)
J o .

is the applied voltage. Our assumptions here are more general than in SC II in which
a special f(6) was assumed. In SC II we have:

(2.4)

the voltage being applied across a narrow strip along the equator. The admittance
for any 6 (between 0 and ir) is:

1(6) " /o/(0)iV (cos 6) sin 6d6Y(d) = — = 2t sin 6^2 Jon nK   — PI (cos 6). (2.5)
v zn[j*(pjiy sin ede)

This formula, which is basic for our further considerations is not in SC II. It is a
generalization of SC II (19) in which f(6) = 8(6) and 8=ir/2 is assumed. However
there is no difficulty in deriving (2.5) for anyone who has studied SC II. A few re-
marks about it are added in Appendix A.

About the notation in (2.5): P„ are the associated spherical harmonics:

PI = - d Pjdd. (2.6)

The Z„ are certain complex factors depending on

ak — 2ira/\ (X = wave length, a = radius)

and the index n. We shall say more about them later, but for the moment it is suffi-
cient to know that for very great n we have* in m.k.s. units

Zn = — 120ir in/ak. (2.7)

* Comp. (SC II), equation (11), putting 2iruit? = /i2)1'2w(e2^2)1'2 = k!60 and k = a>(ln.
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We are interested firstly in the simple case of a gap, resembling the 5-gap, but
finite. We assume that/(0) is a regular function, such that

Ki ~')" ;(t+")• (28)
i.e. symmetric with respect to the equatorial plane. In this case only the odd n s give
contributions to (2.5). Puttihg m = 2w + 1, we can write instead of (2.5):

™ /o f(d) sin dP^m+idd .
Y(9) = 2xsin0^  FT  —: T' P2m+i(cos 9). (2.9)

m~0 Zzm+l [f*(P'2m+iy sin Odd] 2m+

Furthermore we assume that/(0) has its maximum for 6=ir/2, is always positive
and goes to zero for 6 = 0 and 7r. For example, we could choose for f(6) the following
function:

(2j+ 1)!
Hd) = 2-2-1 -   sin2s+1 d, (2.10)

(i!)2

where s is an integer. Indeed for great 5 such a function represents a steep field, con-
centrated symmetrically around the equatorial plane and is normalized according to
(2.2). Though it is only a special case of/(0), it will provide us with a convenient ex-
ample and will allow us to see what happens if s—* °°, that is, if our finite gap becomes
a 5-gap. It is, at least, doubtful whether we are allowed to introduce immediately
into (2.5) the 5-function and to make use of its properties. With these assumptions
we shall calculate the input admittance for an arbitrary 6 (in the interval 0, 7r). This
generalization will allow us to study the character of the divergence if s—>00, 6—>tt/2.

The calculation of /o/(0) sin 8 ■ Pzm+id8 is done in Appendix B. The result is:

(2s + 1) \{s + m + 1) !(2 m + 1)!
f{6) sin d PL+i-dd = 4(- 1 )m(s + 1)   — — — (2.11)

(2s + 2w + 3)!(s- m)!(m!)2f.
if m^s, and

if m>s.
Furthermore, because

f f(6) sin 0-P'im+i-d6 = 0, (2.12)
J 0

r c , i_1 4w + 3
I Pzm+i sin Odd = > (2.13)LJo J 4(« + 1)(2« + 1)

we have for the admittance (2.9) as function of 6:

' (2j+1)!(s+w+1)!2ot!(4w+3)
Y = 2v sin 6 (— l)m(s+l)  —  p2m+i(cos 6) (2.14)

Zlm+1(2s+2m-h3)!(s-m)!m!(m+l)l +

For a finite 5, the sum is finite, and therefore the problem of convergence does not
appear. Our example, as expressed by the choice of (2.10), is only one of the possible
examples. We could have taken a properly normalized step function instead, as we
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shall do in Appendix E. Our choice (2.10), however, has the advantage that the series
by which F is represented is finite.

Let us write

F = F(M), (2.15)

indicating the explicit dependence of F on 6 and 5. First we wish to calculate:

F(0) = lim F(0, s). (2.16)
8—+oo

To do this, we split Y(6, s) into two parts:

Y(d, s) = Fo,m(0, s) + Ym,s(0, s), (2.17)

where:

(2s+l) \(s+m+1) !2w!(4w+3)PL+i(cos 6)
Y0,m(9, s) = 2x sin 6 £ (-1) -(* +1)   —       —   (2.18)

o Z2m+i(2s+2m+3) \{s — m) \m\{m+1)!
a

Ym,s(9, s) = 2ir sin 6 as above. (2.19)
m—M+1

Here M is assumed to be an arbitrary but great number, later kept constant,
whiles—»co The Ym,s(9, s) is calculated approximately by the use of Stirling's formula
for ml, and by replacing summation by integration. The calculations are performed
in Appendix C and the result is

iak\/sin 6

60t m=M +1
Ym ,t(e, s) = " £ (■- 1) -+1 cos + (im +

i=m+i L 4 \ 2 / J
r rml° i + f ~i

expr*J. 108 (2.20)

Now if 5—>», we have (App. C),

iak\/sin 6 " f1 / 3 \
Ym,x(Q) =  X (~ l)m+1 w_1 cos b ( 2m H J

60tt L 4 \ 2/
Let us now investigate this expression near the equatorial plane by putting

(2.21)

it d ir d
9 = — or 6 = | , (2.22)

2 2 a 2 2 a

where d is small compared to a. Then we have:

/ d \ iak f °° T/ 3 \ d 1
Ym,„\ — ) =  I nrl cos \[2m -\ )—\dm, (2.23)

\2 a) 60ttJm l\ 2 ) 2aj

and, for small d, we finally obtain the leading term:

/ d \ iak /Md\
(2-24)
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We see the character of the divergence of our series if s—»<», d—>0: Fm,oo(—>0) in-
creases to infinity like log d/a:

| Y.^ | ~ | log (d/a) | . (2.25)

Therefore we cannot define the driving-point admittance by a 5-gap with 6=ir/2.
Such a driving-point admittance does not exist. There are three possible ways of sav-
ing this situation, which we can represent schematically in the following way:

1. d*0.
2. f(8)9£ 5; d = 0.
3. f(0) = 5; d^O.
In the first case we take a continuous field distribution and F at the distance d/2

from the equatorial plane. The difficulty in accepting this view is that we must know
f(6) and connect d with f(0) in some way. The most obvious way would be to assume
that f(6) is a step function, and to identify d with the width of this step function on
the one hand, and with the dimensions of the gap on the other. This special choice of
f(6) is discussed in Appendix E. Generally, however, we must introduce three arbi-
trary factors: (a) the function f(8), (b) the dimension of the gap, (c) some connection
between d and f(d). As long as there is no experimental evidence to guide us in deter-
mining all these factors, this view seems to be too arbitrary for a satisfactory theory.

In the second case the driving-point admittance is given by (2.9) for 6 = ir/2. Here
only the function f(6) is arbitrary and on its choice F will depend.

In the third case we go back to the 5-function but calculate F, not in the equatorial
plane but at the distance d from it. In this case the definition of the driving-point
admittance will be simplest if we can identify d with the physical dimensions of the
gap. We shall accept here this point of view, assuming that d—the only new parameter
entering the theory-—represents the known dimension of the gap.

It is possible that one of the other views will turn out to be more convenient and
the present discussion tends to show how the frame of the theory of the antenna
must be broadened to include the size of the gap.

At present however, we shall accept the simplest view: 5 electric field and finite gap,
corresponding to our third case.

For this case YM,x{d/2a) is expressed in (2.24) and the remaining task is to cal-
culate

Y0,m(s,—) = Y0,m(—)■ (2.26)
'-+°° V 2a) \2 a J

This is done in Appendix C. According to (C.2), (C.3) and (C.9), we have:

(S+l)(i + «+1)1(2*+1)! 1
hm = • (2.27)

(s - m) !(2s + 2m + 3)! 22m+2

Therefore

/ d\ /A » 2w!(4*rc + 3) , / d\
F — ) = 2x cos ( — (— 1)OT   P2m+i (sin — )

W \2a) ^0 2+ 1) !Z2ot+1 V 2a)2!"+!(« + 1) !Z2ra+1

60x \ a )

iak /Md\
Cil ), (2.28)
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which we interpret as the final result representing the input admittance at the end
of a small but finite gap in the center of a conducting sphere, when the field in the
gap is represented by a 5-function.

For d—»0 we have, because

(2m + 1)!
PL+iCO) = (- 1)»V , (2.29)

(m!)222m

the following formula for Y0,m((1—>0)

2 £ + l)(2m + 3)

This is exactly the formula for the driving-point admittance obtained by SC II, (19),
if we there replace n by 2m + l. Though our discussion shows that FmiOO(0) and there-
fore F(0) becomes infinite at the driving-point, one could argue, as SC does:

In Y0iM(d/2a) the gap d will play a small role and therefore we may assume d = 0.
On the other hand, if d is finite the integral representing YM,K(d/2a) can be neglected
and thus we arrive at a formula (2.30) which is convergent and does not contain the
dimensions of the gap. But the argument could just as well be reversed. We could say:
For small d the end of the series represented by the Ci function becomes essential,
whereas a large d will modify even the first few expressions of our series. In a satis-
factory theory we must be able to answer the following question: how can we choose
M for a given ak, d, e>0 so that

|Fm,.|<£. (2.31)

Our discussions provide an answer to this question which was not supplied by SC.
Let us take as an example:

ka = y/2; d/a = 0.1; M = 15.

Then the absolute value of the first term in the sum in (2.28) is approximately

3ir | _i |ylA I-
But, as will be seen from equations (3.5) and (3.16),

■ -_x, V2
\ Zi — 2tt X 60

therefore the first expression is 3\/2/4X60. On the other hand the absolute value of
the integral expression is (-\/2/607r)Ci(1.5)~(\/2/27rX60), which is of the same order
as the first expression in the series (2.28).

The result as expressed by (2.28) could have been found much more quickly by
the use of Dirac's 5-function. Indeed, putting f(6) = 5 [(t/2) —0] in (2.9), we find

„(d\ O (d\ ^ PL+i(0)PL+i(smd/2a)
F(—I = 2tt cos I — ) 2l  FT 7 ' (2.32)

\2 a J \2 a) Cl Z2m+1[/o'(P5m+1)2 sin 0d8]

By splitting this into two parts and using the asymptotic formula for P/m+i, we
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again obtain (2.28). But in obtaining (2.28) by the transition s—>«>, we avoided the
use of Dirac's 5-function and at the same time gave an example of the input admit-
tance with a given field distribution in the gap. Though the choice of M is arbitrary,
as long as we can apply Stirling's formula, our equation (2.28) will be the more exact
the greater is the chosen M.

3. The coefficients Z2m+i. The coefficients Zn are defined in SC II, (8), (6). Assum-
ing <r (conductivity) ->®,we have, in m.k.s. units,

(2)
[H^v,(ka) n 1' . (3.1)

Hn+i/2(ka) kaj

We shall now show how these expressions can be calculated without the knowledge
of Hankel's functions. The reason for doing it is that we intend to apply a similar
method later when dealing with tjie problem of a spheroidal antenna.

Because of the recurrence formula:

(2) 2in 1 (21 (2)/ 1 (2)
#2m+l/2 H2m+3/2 = #2171+3/2 H H2m+3/2, (3.2)ka 2 ak

we can write (3.1)

where we put

r(x^H^+my
W _ f.2.-60 |, (3.3)]•

x = ka. (3.4)

But the x1/2i?2m+3/2 are "densities" corresponding to Hankel's functions of the second
kind. We write

(2)
X^^B2m+3/2 ^2m+3/2 = hy (3*5)

where him+ 3/2 satisfies the equation:

4 m2 + 6m + 2
h" + h+h = 0. (3.6)

x2

It is more convenient to calculate Zim+i directly, and not by means of the h's. Indeed
we can easily find the differential equation which Z must satisfy. We write:

(3.7)
«2m+3/2

2tr X 60
Zim+i ' i   (3. 8)

f2m+l

Then (omitting the indices)

, V2 h"
f' = l (3-9)

&
which, because of (3.6) and (3.7), becomes
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0=h" (3'io)
where

v2 = 4 m2 + 6m + 1. (3.11)

Riccati's equation (3.10) can be solved by a recurrence formula. Its derivation is
given in Appendix D. This formula is:

f2m_i X [x2/(4m + 1) — 2m\ + x2
2m+l =  7 ; 7~i- i;—J (3.12)

^2m-i\2m(2m + 1) — x2] + x{ [x2/(4m + 1)] — (2m + 1)}

and it is a purely algebraical formula which does contain derivatives. We start by
finding f_i. For m= — 1, equation (3.10) takes the form:

I

fix - fix = 1. (3.13)

As a solution of (3.13) we choose

f-i = i. (3.14)
In justifying (3.14) we must go back to (3.5) and (3.7). If

h'
— ^ — i for x —* oo
h

then

x1 ~ h ~ e~ix for x —» °o.

We can now calculate the first f in our series corresponding to m—0. We have, from
(3.12) and (3.14),

x ix4
fi = + > (3.15)

• 1 — X2 + x4 1 — X2 + X4

or, because of (3.8):

1 1 r xA ix
Zi 2x X

l r x* ix
X 60 Ll — x2 + x4 1 — x2 + x4j (3.16)

We see: for *—>0, the real part of fi goes to zero as x and the imaginary part as x4.
For x—>co, the real part of ft goes to zero as 1/x3 and the imaginary part goes to i.
From the recurrence formula it follows that for all m and small x(x<&2m) the real part
of £" goes to zero as x, and is negative, whereas the imaginary part goes to zero at
least as x4.

For very great m and very small x, (x<3C2m) we find the leading term by writing
(3.10):

4 m
r + f2 — = i- (3-!7)

X2

The leading term is:
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$zm+i= — x/2 m> (3.18

in agreement with (2.7), if we take into account (3.8).
4. The spheroidal antenna. We shall now generalize our arguments for the case

of a spheroid.
We characterize the points in space by the spheroidal coordinates £, rj, <3? with:

S^l; - 1^*7^1; t, (4.1)

where |, 77, $ are defined in terms of cylindrical coordinates by

r2 = f\!? - 1)(1 - V*); z = /£,; S = *, (4.2)

and in terms of polar coordinates by

&l
Ri = fn* + v2 - 1) ; cos 9 =    $ = <J>. (4.3)

J (e + v2-i )1/2

Here 2/ is the distance between the foci.* A spheroid is characterized by a constant
coordinate £ = £o. Knowing £0 and/we can find the half-axes a, b:

<*=/&>; b=fV^T. (4.4)
In CS III, the input admittance of such a spheroidal antenna is calculated. Again,

as in the case of a spheroidal antenna, the 5-model of the gap is assumed and the
imaginary part of the input admittance is infinite.

We start by generalizing CS III in two respects -.first, we do not take the S-model
of a gap but an arbitrary field; secondly we write down the admittance not for 77 = 0,
but for any 77 (| 771 ̂ 1). The argument is very similar to that in the case of a sphere
and hardly worth repeating. The result of these generalizations leads us to the follow-
ing formula corresponding to (2.5) in the case of a sphere:

" f-i(l — ri2)f(i])Sei(ri)dr] 1
F = 2t(1 - rO £   Se)(v). (4.5)

J £1 Zif+l(l - v2)[Se\(v)]2dv

It is written in such a way as to expose an analogy with (2.5) and, at the same time,
to use the notation in SC III. To establish a connection with SC III one must sub-
stitute in (4.5)

2t ikf (£0 — l)i?e,(£o) '

~Zi~ 6(T <*/#„[(«J - D^fe.)] '
Equations (4.5) and (4.6) are, for 77 = 0 and/(rj) = 5(t7), identical with SC III (2.8).
For the sake of completeness we shall explain the notation in (4.5) and (4.6):
The function/(?7) satisfies the condition

L f(v)dv = 1, (4.7)
-1

* This/will hardly be confused with f(ri) characterizing the electric field and always written with its
argument rj.
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and in the case of a symmetrica] field:

M = /(" n). (4-8)
The functions Se} and Ref are solutions of the equation:

(1 - z*)W" - 4zW' + (X - fk*z*)W = 0 (4.9)
for z = 77 and 2 = £ respectively. The eigenvalues of X; are determined by the condition
that Se} remains finite at the poles 77 = +1. The function Re* for given eigenvalues
of \i is so chosen that the field at large distances from the center reduces to a wave
travelling radially outward. The functions Se} and Re* are related to the spherical
harmonics and Hankel's functions through coefficients which must be determined
numerically. However, for our argument the knowledge of these relations is not es-
sential.

The prolate spheroid has a gap across the equator 77 = 0. By a method similar to
that of Section 2, we shall now calculate the input admittance at the points

z = + d/2, (4.10)
which, because of the second equation in (4.2) means:

r/ = ± rf/2/fo, (4.11)
or, finally, because of (4.4): /

17 = + d/2a, (4.12)

where a is here half the long axis. For/(?j) we shall take the 5-function:

/G?) = Sfi?), (4.13)
and our problem will be to find what happens to (4.5) if d—>0. It would have been
more rigorous to take, say:

/(„) ~ (1 - „2)« (4.14)
and then go to the limit s—* =0 , as we did in Section 2. However it will be much quicker
to use the 5-functions instead and we have seen in Section 2 that the result is the same,
which is also true in the case of a spheroid.

We now rewrite (4.5), introducing/(:;) = 5 and t)=d/2a. Because Se} =0 if I is odd,
we have:

m->■]£ . (4.i5)
Z2mf+H 1 - v°-)(Se' )*dv—1 2 TO

Now again we write (4.15) in the form .

Y = Fo,4/ + Ym,x, (4.16)

and shall proceed to calculate YM,«, approximately for sufficiently great M. For the
moment we shall ignore Zim and shall calculate all other expressions appearing in
(4.15).

The functions Selm must be finite and satisfy (4.9) for z = i7. But if is very great,
which we assume,pk2t} can be neglected in (4.9), because 1771 ̂1. Therefore, for great
X2m we can write (4.9):
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(1 - r,*)Sel» - 4vSel'm + = 0. (4.17)
Therefore, Selm will not depend on/for large \im. Substituting in (4.17):

SeL = (1 - v2)~inP, (4.18)
we can write instead of (4.17):

V*
P" + 2t]P' -     P + \2mP = 0. (4.19)

1 —ii

But this is exactly the equation for PJm+i for which an everywhere finite solution
exists if

X2m = 2m(2m + 3) ~ 4m2, (4.20)

and m is very large. The approximate expression for P2'm+i with large m is:

PL+J-p) = 2(— \yj y——- cos \l2tn + —], (4.21)
\2a) r tc cos (d/2a) L\ 2/2aJ

therefore, because of (4.18),

-Uo)^)[,-(0]
4w r /d\ni<2 r/ 3wi

-tL'-wJ C0SL(2," + T)d- (422)
The next step is to calculate the integral in the denominator of (4.15). Again be-

cause of (4.18), we have:

r+1, , 1 r+1 r 4(w + l)(2w+l)
(1 - v2)(Se2mydv = (PL+i)2dv = —   -~2m. (4.23)

J -1 J _i 4w + 3

We can, therefore, write for small d and sufficiently great M:

IV.- 2.1"- £ "IC' + WWIl. (4.24)
L m~M+\ ^2w —I

The last step will be to find Zim.
5. The coefficients Zim for a spheroid. It will be a little more convenient to intro-

duce, instead of Re\m, the corresponding density-functions, as we did in Section 3.
The equation which Re\m satisfies is:

(e ~ 1 )Ret'J + 4£Ret'm - (X2m - fk'&ReL = 0. (5.1)
We now introduce

(I2 - l)ReL = P, (5.2)
and (5.1) becomes, because of (4.20),

(ft _ i)p» _ [(4m* + 6m + 2) - fk^]P = 0. (5.3)
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Because of (4.6) we have:

2x ikf ikf
  =   P/P' = -hm, (5.4)
Z2m 60 60

where

P/P' = hm = f.
We have:

f' = 1 - rP"/P. (5.5)
Putting

4w2 + 6m + 2 = v2; fk2 = c2, (5.6)

we get from (5.5) because of (5.3)

/ f2 c2£2 \
(5.7)

which is Riccati's equation for Introducing now:

= j,2 — c2, (5.8)

we can write (5.7):

(5-9)

The leading term of the solution for every great V and small £ (so that P2/£2 — l>t>c2)
is

1    1
— = f2«~ + — i~ ±—V^r. (5.10)
P' V 2m

The proper sign will be selected by the condition that for £—>0 and/-—>0, our solu-
tion goes over into that of a spherical antenna.

Introducing (5.10) into (5.4) and into (4.24) we have:

/ d\ 2ikf " y/& - 1 r/ 3W"1ym,A—)=+—-- Z)    cos ( 2w + — . (5.11)
\2a) 607T m-M+i 2m LV 2 / 2aJ

Changing the summation into an integration we have, because of (4.4)

( d\ _ ikb r" cos [(2w + f)(rf/2a)]
= + !  dm■ (5-12)

\2a/ oOwJm m

But for b = a this is exactly (2.23) if we take the lower sign in (5.10). Therefore finally:

/ d\ ibk /Md\
F"'*W — 60i C'\~)" (S'I3)
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and because of (4.15):

FfAWri-fi-Yl £ 5e2"(0)^(i/2ffl) (5.14)
\2 a J . \2 a J J ^ Z2mf+l(l - r^Se1 )*dv 60tt \ a )

—1 2m

As we see, the only difference between (5.13) and (2.24) is that in the case of the
spheroid we have as a factor the small axis. Thus Fjwi00(d—->0) tends to infinity like

b\og(d/a) (5.15)

and can be made to be always finite if b log d/a is finite.
For thin antennas and finite d, Ym,x is much smaller than in the case of a sphere

with radius a\ therefore the neglect of Ym,» is much more justified. This is however
not true for thick antennas. But the essential result is the same as in the case of a
spherical antenna: the dimensions of the gap must be involved in the theory of the
antenna, otherwise the input admittance becomes infinite. But infinite driving-point
admittance means zero driving-point impedance. In view of this result it is difficult to
see what the curves 3 and 4 in SC III mean. They seem to represent the resistance
and reactance of a spheroidal antenna and a current distribution which does not be-
come infinite for 77 = 0. They may refer to a finite gap and to an electric field in the
gap, but in that case we would like to know to what field and to what gap they refer.
It is plausible that neither the field nor the size of the gap matters much if the antenna
is thin and if the size of the gap is greater than the thickness of the antenna and much
smaller than its length. But such a statement ought to be deduced from the theory or
at least formulated explicitly as an assumption.

APPENDIX A. ON THE DERIVATION OF (2.5)

Equations (6) and (8) in SC II give

00 a
H^R.a = -£-^ e'o'PJ (cos 0), (A. 1)

n=l ^ n

where A„ is here used instead of (u/xi/iai)ll2Cn in SC's notation. On the other hand
SC II (7) is:

V °°
 f{6) = El = AnP(cos 6). (A.2)

d n=l

From (A.2) it follows because of the orthogonal properties of P„', that:

2»+l r r 1 v
An

2 n(n + 1)

Putting (A.3) into (A.l) we have:

f M (Pn ) sin dde^j 1 — • (A. 3)

" v 2n +1 r rT IP"'
H9]R=a = X) — ——— I f(e)(p„') sm ede —

n=l ^ 2fl\fl ~j~ 1) L 0 J Zn

v Jof(0) (Pit) sin ddO ^
= — A, —;; Pn (cos 6). (A.4)

a znHp:y sin edd
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Finally from SC II (13) we see:

1 = 2ira sin

therefore

I " /o/(0)(-Pn') sin Odd
Y - — = 2ir sin 0^  ; Pi (cos 0) (A. 5)

V ZnJ*{PI )2 sin 8d9

which is exactly (2.5).

APPENDIX B. THE CALCULATION OF

(2s + 1)! r '
B = 2-2"-1- - sin2*+2 0Pim+\dd. (B.l)

(s!)2 J o

Because of

P2m+l = — dP2m+\/dd (B . 2)

and the recursion formula

2 (m -|- 1) 2m -f- 1
COS 6P2m+l = —  P2(m+l) "I P2m, (B . 3)

Am + 3 Am + 3

we have, introducing pi = cos 6:

f P'zm+i sin2,+2 Odd = 2(5 + 1) f P2m+i(l —
J o J 1

2(5 + i) ( r+1
= — Tv\2^n + ^ I ~ M2)'^2(m+1)^4m + 3 (. J _1

+ {2m + 1) J + (1 - n2)'P2md/ij-. (B .4)

Therefore, the problem is reduced to finding an integral of the type

T'n = J (1 - tf'Pudv. (B.5)

To find Tn we must combine the results of Examples 1 and 6 on pp; 310, 311, in Whit-
taker and Watson's Modern Analysis, Fourth Edition, 1940. The result is:

/ s!\2 (2»)!(j+n)!
Tn = (- 1)«2S'+1(— )  ^    if s^n,

\nl/ (s - n)\(2s + 2n + 1)! (B.6)

t\ — 0 if s < n.

The combination of (B.l) and (B.4), (B.5), (B.6) gives:

(s 1)(2j —J— 1)! , , .
B = 2-2'-Zi , ,w E(» + 1)ZW + (2m + 1 )Tm\, (B.7)

(Am + 3) (s!)2
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which, because of (B.6) and some simple algebra, gives the results as expressed in
(2.11) and (2.12).

APPENDIX C. CALCULATION OF Ym,,(0, S)

Because of (2.7) we can write (2.19)

± rf,--1''60
m=M+i ink sin 6

' • (2s+l)!(s+m+l)!2w!(4w+3)
= £ (-l)m(5+l)    —       pL+i(cosfl). (C.l)

m-M+i (2s+2w+3) !(s — m)

First, we calculate the expressions in which s appears. These are:

(5+1) [1-2-3 ■ • ■ (5+w+!)][!• 2 • • • (25+1)]

[1-2 • ■ ■ (j-w)][l-2 • • • (2s+l)(2s+2) • • • (2s+2m+3)]
[(s+1— m) ■ ■ ■ (5+l+w — m)\[(s+l)(s+2) • ■ • (s+w+1)]

~22-+2(5+l)(s+l+i)(5+2)r5+2+i) • • • (S+W+l)(i+W+l + i)

1 ft.[l-v(.+l)] .
22m+2 to [l + («+i)/(j+l)

Assuming that s is great, taking log of the above expression and changing the
summation into integration, we have:

1 - + r_,|" i+j 1
[1 + (a + i)/(s + 1)] 22m+2 P L Jo 1 - { J

3)
22m+2 „=o [1 + (a + i)/(s + 1)] 2

where

x = m/s • (C.4)

If for the expressions depending on m, we use Stirling's formula, we obtain:

C'm =   7= (- 1)™ exp \- s f log ^ d£ 1 P2m+i(cos 0). (C.5)
2 »V irm L J 0 1 — £ J

Now for P2'm+i with great m we have approximately:

PL+i = - 24/—— cos(— + (2m + 4-VY (C.6)
V t sin 6 \ 4 \ 2 / /

therefore

(_ l)m+l r /.»/. l+£ "I rT / 3\ 1
c--^sr7eiprs/. + (c-7>

and because of (C.l) we have (2.20):
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iak\/sin 9 * 1IV5 = —  £ (-!)«+!-
OU7T m=M -f-1

expj^-sj cos^- + (2w + y)0]- ^C-8)

If s—+ =0 the expression in the exponent is:

f rm>' 1 + £ 1 r 1 Cma 1 + £ 1
lim - j I log     dn = - lim — I log   d£ =0. (C. 9)

L J 0 1 — £ J a—>0 L OL J 0 1 — £ J

Therefore (2.21) follows from (C.8) and (C.9).

APPENDIX D. THE RECURSION FORMULA (3.12)

We can deduce the recursion formula (3.12) for any cylindrical function density zp
satisfying the equation:

P2 - iZp' zp + zp = 0. (D. 1)
x2

The known recursion formula for zp is:

P h t
Zp~ i zp—x ■ Zp* (D. 2)

x

On the other hand we have, because of (D.2),

Zp _ — (p — |)ar*zp_i + (p - — Zp-i

Zp (p 2)# 1Zp—i Zp— 1

This gives, because of (D.l):

zj _ ~ (P ~ i)x-2Zp-i + (p - %)x-h'p-i - {[(/>- l)2 - \]x~2 - 1}zP-i

Zp (P ;j) X *Zp—1 Zp— 1

Putting

Zp I Zp = yp, (D. 5)

we have

! + (/>- Vx-'yp-i -(P- i)2*~2
yp = — —— (D.6)

(p - i)x 1 - yp-1

Now, by employing this formula twice, we have:

yp-2 x(x*/(2p - 2) - (p - §)) + (p — 3/2){p - §) — x2

(D.3)

(D.4)

yr_2x2 + x(x2/ (2p — 2) — (p — 3/2))

Let us now introduce

p = 2m + 3/2, (D.7)
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as dedicated by the comparison of zp' /zp with (3.4). Thus we have:

x (x2/(Am + 1) — (2m + l))y2f»-i/2 + 2m(2m + 1) — x2
y2m+3/2 = ;—77 (D.8)

«2>'2m-i/2 + x(x2/(im + 1) — 2m)

Finally, introducing:

1
2m+l =  ' (D.9)

y2m+3/2

we have our recursion formula (3.12).

APPENDIX E. THE DRIVING-POINT ADMITTANCE IF f(9) IS A STEP FUNCTION

We shall calculate the driving-point admittance for a spherical antenna, assuming
for f(9) a step function defined by:

(E.l)

a t d tv d
f(0) = — for —-| > 6 > ,

d 2 2 a ~ 2 2 a
ir d t d

f(0) =0 for 9 > 1 and 6 <  
2 2 a 2 2 a

We assume that d is small and we shall calculate the admittance for

d 7t d
cos do = — > that is do =   (E. 2)

2 a 2 2 a

We introduce (E.l) into (2.9). We have, because of (2.6) and because d is small:

f f(0)P'2m+i sinddd = 2Pim+i(—S)— ■ (E.3)
•J o \2a/ d

Therefore (2.9) can be written for our choice of f(9):

Y( d \ _ 4wa -y Pim+i(d/2a)P2m+1(d/2a) ^

\2a) ~ ho Uo(PL+i)2 sin 6dd]Z2m+1 '
We are interested in calculating YM,x(d/2a) defined by:

^ / d \ 4 ira P2m+i(d/2a) P im+\(d/2d)

\2 a) d ^2m+l[/o(-P2m+l)2 sin ddd]

For great m we have:

-("1)1V;i,sin K2™ + 4)3
pU(3 -(_ ""Vt cos K2™+4)3

j^J" (Pim+i)2 sin dd6~^ =
1

2m
(E.6)
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1 iak

Therefore

Yu

Changing summation into integration we have:

Zim+1 4ir X 60m

iak ™ sin [{2m + %)d/a\/ d\ iak ^ sin [(2m + h)d/a\
( —) =  Z ~ , • (E. 7)\2a/ 60 X it m+i 2m?d/a

/ d \ iak C" sin x
Ym.k (—) —  I  dx, (E.8)

\2 a J w X 60 2M (d/a)2M(d/a) X

and the leading part of (E.8) is for sufficiently small d:

/ d\ iak (2Md\
Yu, •( — )•= —Cil ). (E.9)

\2a) w X 60 \ a )

It is interesting to compare this result with (2.24). The only difference is in the
argument of the Ci function, which matters very little, if the argument is small.

One would be tempted to calculate the driving-point admittance by taking 6 = ir/2
and not, as we did, 0=7r/2— dj2a. This means that in (E.4) and (E.5) we would have
to substitute zero instead of d/2a as an argument in P{m+\. Then for FAf,«,(0) we easily
find:

iak ™ sin [(2m + i/2)d/2a\F"-(0) " 2 ' ■ (E.10)
it X 60 m+i mld/a

and changing summation into integration we have

iak /Md\
Ym.x( 0) =   -Cil ),

tt X 60 \ a )

that is the same result as in (2.24).
The argument will be very similar in the case of a spheroid. Thus we can collect

all the results concerning Ym.<x, in the following two tables:

Sphere Spheroid

M Km.. /(-») Ym..

Dirac's
function ir ^ d

2 2a

Dirac's
function

iak (Md\
~6(h- Cl (~o~)

d+ 
"2 a

Step
function ir d

~2 ~Ta
iak . /2Md\
6O7r \ a )

Step
function

0
a )

60t \ a /

d+ —
'2a

ibk (2Md\ Ci
607T ("0


